Purpose: Single-scan multislice acquisition schemes play key roles in magnetic resonance imaging. Central among these "ultrafast" experiments stands echo-planar imaging, a technique that although of optimal sampling is challenged by T 2 * artifacts. Recent studies described alternatives based on spatiotemporal encoding (SPEN), which are particularly robust if implemented in a "full-refocusing" mode. This work extends this modality from the single-slice acquisitions in which it has hitherto been implemented, by introducing a variety of multislice schemes scanning 3D volumes. Methods: Multislice SPEN employing either inversion or stimulated echo pulses and timed to fulfill the demands of full refocusing, are demonstrated. The performance of the ensuing methods was examined in "Hybrid" modalities encoding data in k-and direct-space, in low-specific absorption rate stimulated-echo approaches, and in direct-space SPEN approaches.
Ultrafast magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) methods capable of completing a full multidimensional scan in subsecond timescales (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) , affect a growing gamut of modern research and clinical MRI applications. These include, among others, diffusion, functional, flow, thermometric, and real-time three-dimensional studies (7-10). Mansfield's echo planar imaging [EPI, (1) ] lies at the core of many such applications, usually in a format that scans multiple 2D slices in a train of consecutive acquisitions. This multislice format results in a fast and sensitive way of scanning a 3D volume, which is especially relevant in diffusion and functional MRI. Multislice EPI may, however, be vulnerable to magnetic field inhomogeneities and to frequencies offset effects; as well as potentially limited by the folding of objects placed beyond the targeted field-of-view [FOV (6, 11, 12) . These weaknesses become particularly significant when considering their action along EPI's low-bandwidth, phase-encoded direction (11, 13, 14) . An alternative approach explored in recent years and capable of alleviating these factors, is based on the image's spatiotemporal encoding (SPEN). This approach employs a chirped excitation of the spins under the action of a field gradient, of the kind proposed by Pipe and Kunz in the 1990's (15, 16) . Chirped excitations under the action of field gradients find important applications in the acquisition of arbitrary 2D nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) data sets within a single scan (17, 18) , a feature that in recent years has renewed interest in their use for ultrafast 2D MRI acquisitions (19, 20) . In particular, numerous advantages have been demonstrated for "Hybrid" single-shot schemes relying on conventional k-space encoding along the high-bandwidth (readout) direction, and on SPEN to scan the image along the more artifact-prone, low-bandwidth axis (19) (20) (21) (22) . Two of the main drawbacks handicapping these methods visa-vis EPI, relating to a relatively lower image resolution and higher specific absorption rates (SARs), were alleviated by the introduction of super-resolution (SR) reconstruction methods along the SPEN acquisition dimension (23) . While still based on principles differing from Fourier-Transform (FT) NMR/MRI, SR endowed SPEN with EPI-like resolutions, while allowing one to decrease the bandwidth of the chirp pulse, and with it the SAR of the scan. Another attractive feature of the resulting method relates to its high immunity to B 0 inhomogeneities and offsets, particularly if executed under "full-refocusing" conditions whereby each spin packet fully refocuses its T 2 */shift effects at the instant corresponding to its signal emission (21, 24) . Diffusion, fMRI and spectroscopic imaging experiments performed with this technique, show increasingly promising results (25) (26) (27) (28) .
A challenge still facing SPEN experiments, particularly those operating under full-refocusing conditions, concerns their implementation in fast volumetric imaging. Indeed, single-slice versions of these experiments could be robustly achieved by following the initial 90 encoding chirp pulse with a slice-selective 180 pulse (24) ; volumetric imaging extensions of these experiments have been implemented by phase encoding the third dimension (29)-but neither of these schemes enables rapid multislice operation. A multislice SPEN imaging option was actually demonstrated using a selective excitation followed by a prescan 180 chirp pulse for imparting the spatial encoding, and a post-scan 180 chirp pulse "rewinding" all the nonexcited magnetization back into the longitudinal z axis (29) . This version, however, cannot accommodate the full-refocusing mode alluded to earlier. This work comes to address this issue by exploring the performance of a variety of new SPEN-based schemes, incorporating slice-selective excitations as well as full-refocusing abilities, and in certain cases endowed with reduced SARs despite their rapid pulsing. Four of the new proposals employ the aforementioned "Hybrid" k/SPEN approach to scan in a single shot, 2D images in a multislice-compatible fashion; a fifth version is also proposed that implements the slices' 2D imaging on the basis of a pure SPEN approach encoding a two-dimensional plane. The parameters needed to implement these various sequences under full-refocusing conditions are described, and tests on phantoms assessing basic image quality, sensitivity, contrast and SAR properties, are presented. Features making each of these new options more or less favorable in particular cases are discussed, and the sequences' advantages are demonstrated in animal and human experiments collected at 3 and 7 T.
METHODS
Background: Principles of "Hybrid" SPEN/k-space Multislice MRI As described in (29) , multislice operation can benefit from imparting the quadratic phase being sought in SPEN by a 180 chirp pulse, rather than by the usual 90 chirp. The ensuing pulse will act as a progressive spin-echoing for a slice that has been targeted, and as a longitudinal inversion for all remaining spins in the sample. Disregarding chemical shift or other offset effects and assuming a radio frequency (RF) sweep inverting linearly and symmetrically the targeted FOV along the y-axis, this pulse will imprint a parabolic phase profile on the excited slice according to
where G 180 and T 180 are the gradient strength and the pulse duration during the 180 sweep. The constantphase term in Eq. [1] is immaterial, whereas the quadratic term imposes a "focus" that defines the dominant region contributing at any given time to the observable free induction decay (FID). SPEN exploits this focus to investigate an object's density: if the minimum of the symmetric parabola in Eq. [1] is shifted by an initial purging gradient of area |k prg | ¼ gG 180 T 180 toward an edge of the FOV to be scanned, and the ensuing FID is monitored as a function of an acquisition time t while under the action of a suitable gradient G acq , the sample's density q(y) will be probed in a point-wise manner as different positions fulfill the stationary-phase condition (19)
An image thus becomes available; not by FT but rather by direct analysis of the FID's magnitude, as the stationary phase condition in Eq. [2] displaces along the y-axis according to y SPC 5 À(FOV y /2) 1 FOV y (t/T acq ). It follows that to rasterize in this fashion the full FOV y targeted by the 180 chirp, the acquisition gradient G acq needs to be applied over a time T acq fulfilling the condition 2 Á G 180 T 180 ¼ R Tacq 0 G acq t ð Þdt. A number of complications will be associated with this imaging mode. One relates to the relatively strong gradients that SPEN will need to achieve resolutions comparable to those afforded by usual k-space acquisitions. This can be solved by replacing the simple magnitude-mode |FID(t)| reconstruction of the spins' image by a SR algorithm (23) involving inverting the equation FID(t) 5 A(y,t)q(y), where A is an a priori known matrix involving the pulse's details. This can be done non-iteratively based on the relation r y ð Þ ¼ A y weighted y; t ð ÞFID t ð Þ, where A y is A(y,t)'s complex conjugate matrix, that can be found after suitable weighting the later about its central diagonal to better stabilize the inversion process (23) . A second complication to be solved relates to the fact that 180 RF sweep will not only encode the slice that was selected, but also invert the spins' states in all remaining slices. To deal with the bulk spin saturation that this eventually will lead to, Ref. 29) proposed to restore all nonencoded spins back to their thermal equilibrium (þM z ) states by incorporating suitable broadband inversion pulses immediately after completing a single-slice 2D MRI acquisition. The position of this second inversion pulse can in fact be manipulated; in this study, we changed its placement to fulfill the demands imposed by full-refocusing.
Multislice SPEN Under Fully Refocusing
The purpose of this work is to introduce and compare the performance of multislice SPEN variants, capable of delivering their images under full-refocusing conditions. Full-refocusing is a special kind of echo aiming to remove all field and shift heterogeneities. This demands that the time elapsed since a particular y-dependent spin-packet is excited until the time it is inverted by 180 echoing pulse, be equal to the subsequent delay elapsed until its stationary-phase condition is fulfilled, and hence its signal becomes observable. The acquired signals will then be freed from any field inhomogeneities and/or offset effects experienced by a spin-packet, leading to images that are largely immune to T 2 * and/ or offset distortions. This can become a substantial advantage if the usually vulnerable low-bandwidth dimension of an EPI scan is replaced by this kind of SPEN strategy, whereas a traditional k-encoding is used to image the remaining read-out (x) axis. SPEN sequences involving a 90 chirp RF pulse can achieve full refocusing simply by inserting a hard 180 pulse between excitation and acquisition processes set to fulfill the T exc 90 ¼ T acq condition (Fig. 1a) : the duration elapsed between every spin's excitation and its refocusing, will then be equal to that elapsed between its refocusing and the subsequent fulfillment of Eq. [2] . SPEN encoding by an inversion pulse breaks this symmetry, since during the course of this chirp spin-packets will refocus at different times t
, depending on their position -FOV y /2 y 1FOV y /2. When coupled to the y spc conditions raised by Eq. [2] , it follows that the net phase imparted by a field inhomogeneity DB or ð Þ (or by a chemical shift) over the course of the SPEN excitation/evolution/inversion-encoding/gradient-decoding process, will be
; during the encoding process
; during the decoding process
Here t o is an ancillary delay that will enable the achievement of the full-refocusing conditions, and for simplicity, we assumed that G acq represents an average acquisition gradient strength. Given the aforementioned 2 Á G 180 [3] predicts that the overall effects of DB or ð Þ will vanish if T acq 5 2T 180 ; s o ¼ T 180 . These events are pictorially illustrated for this 180 swept RF case in Figure 1b .
When considering the extension of these arguments to multislice SPEN/k-encoded 2D single-shot frameworks, the new scheme shown in Figure 2a results. Transforming the resulting data into a 2D image requires 1D FT along the readout axis, and SR processing along the SPEN dimension. Notice that this sequence concludes with a postacquisition hard 180 pulse, restoring all spins that were not targeted by the initial slice-selective excitation, back to a thermodynamically stable 1M z state that is suitable for subsequent slice-selective acquisitions. Still, this restoration only takes effect after all spins have remained throughout the acquisition time (plus eventual spoiler delays) out of equilibrium. Figure  2b reduces this delay by modifying the scheme just described, and placing the restoring hard 180 pulse before the acquisition process. An analysis analogous to the one leading to Eq. [3] shows that full-refocusing conditions can also be reached in this case, provided that the positions of the 180 RF sweep and of the s o free-evolution delay are swapped, all other timing and gradientstrength conditions remaining unchanged. A drawback that can limit the applicability of the two approaches just described, relates to the relatively high SAR that these sequences may display vis-a-vis multislice EPI. Indeed swept 180 RF pulses have higher SAR than both chirped and selective 90 pulses, and while these differences may not be limiting in single-slice studies endowed with relatively long repetition times (TRs), SAR may become a rate determining factor under fast-repetition multislice operation. To deal with this eventuality, Figure 2c introduces a different fully refocused Hybrid SPEN version, which reduces SAR by rearranging (at least conceptually) the various elements partaking of the sequence in Figure  2b . Foremost among these rearrangements is the interchange of the slice-selective and of the SPEN-encoding pulse positions. With this provision only a single 180 swept pulse is involved per volumetric scan, and the SAR per unit time becomes reduced by a factor approaching the number of slices involved. To preserve the ensuing quadratic spatial encoding for all encoded slices, also the nature of the hard 180 restoring pulse is changed: it is split into two 90 pulses, one performing an initial bulk excitation and the other a postencoding storage. Effectively, this leads to a stimulatedecho variant of the spin-echo sequence introduced in Figure 2b . An obvious penalty of the resulting approach will be a signal loss, factoring in both a factor of 1 =2 due to the intermediate storage stage, and additional losses stemming from T 1 relaxation effects that progressively recalled slices undergo. Given the significant SAR-reducing promises arising from this permutation, we also consider here the incremented excitation variant in Figure 2d . Figure 3 . This sequence involves a pair of pulses imparting a 2D elliptic paraboloid, whose minimum r spc ¼ (x spc ,y spc ) fulfills a stationary phase condition akin to that in Eq. [2] ,
where constant phase terms have been disregarded. This paraboloid's stationary-phase can be moved around over the course of the acquisition via suitably tailored gradients G x acq t ð Þ; G y acq t ð Þ, rasterizing in such fashion the 2D imaging information being sought directly in the spatial domain, with no need for FT along any dimension (Fig.  3b) . A challenge posed by such strategy then arises if seeking to fulfill full-refocusing conditions. One possible solution consists of adopting the scheme given in Figure  2b , with the hard pulse replaced by a 180 chirp encoding pulse acting along what would become the "fast" SPEN direction. This imposes a significant symmetry break in the tasks, time-scales, and performances ascribed to the two orthogonal SPEN pulses: an initial, longer RF pulse becomes charged with encoding a slowly rasterized dimension and a second pulse is in charge of encoding a rapidly scanned axis. Referring to these two directions as the "slow" and "fast" axes of the bi-SPEN acquisition respectively (Fig. 3a) , it follows that scanning the relevant FOV's will still demand fulfilling conditions similar to those given above:
ð Þdt along the rapidly readout axis, and 2 Á One complication associated with such scheme arises from the short encoding periods that this form of fullrefocusing will demand from the "fast" dimension. Even if relying on high performance systems, practical parameters in an animal scanner would be limited to T ÁN y ) 2 elements, making the reconstruction of the spin density a memory and computational onerous problem, even for a modest 64 Â 64 final 2D imaging matrix. To solve this challenge, a customized code was written that performs the SR reconstruction after dividing the overall matrix onto smaller parts and executing the inversions and multiplications of the relevant components using regions that are smaller than the full FOV In addition to this bi-axial reconstruction method, the use of the 1D SR algorithm described earlier was also assayed, acting first along one and subsequently along the other SPEN dimension. Driving these tests was the very different time-scales associated with the encoding along the "slow" and "fast" axes, and suggesting that sufficient resolution is endowed by the prolonged T slow 180
anyhow to make the improvements of the SR procedure along this axis relevant.
Experimental
Experiments assaying the relative resolution, sensitivity and robustness of the various sequences introduced in Figures 2 and 3 , were first collected on phantoms using a 7T Varian VNMRS vertical imaging 89 mm bore system and a horizontal 3T Siemens TIM TRIO clinical platform. The spin-echo EPI single-scan acquisitions proved particularly challenging for the vertical 7T hardware and artifacts remained even after data sets were processed using customized echo alignment and shearing procedures. EPI experiments were more robust at 3T; these sequences were taken from the scanner's software libraries, and were processed with the aid of navigators using standard Siemens procedures. All the SPEN pulse sequences used in this work were custom written. In the Siemens-based experiments, these sequences were implemented while applying a suitably low G SPEN gradient throughout the signal acquisition, instead of the blipped patterns illustrated in Figures 2 and 3 ; this was taken into account as part of the SR reconstruction by a preinterpolation of the sampled data from a zig-zagging trajectory into a Cartesian form of particular relevance was examining. For the Varian-based SPEN experiments, RF pulses and gradient shapes were designed in MATLAB V R (The MathWorks, Natick, MA) and uploaded onto the scanner; in the Siemens-based experiments, RF pulses and gradient waveforms were mostly based on available Siemens software. SPEN image reconstructions were done in all instances using custom-written MATLAB packages, which included the possibility to process the SPEN-/k-space data with/without super-resolution along the spatiotemporal dimension and with weighted FT along the k-dimension. For the 2D bi-SPEN experiments, SR reconstruction was assayed both along the individual dimensions in series as well as jointly in the (x,y)-plane as described above. Pre-SR data manipulations included minor realignments of positive and negative readout echoes, zero-filling, weighting and other procedures, as described in (23) . Sequences and processing codes are available upon request.
In addition to phantom tests, experiments were conducted on mice at 7T using FOVs of 30 Â 30 Â 46 mm 3 . These measurements, as well as all associated animal handling procedures, were done in accordance with protocols approved by the Weizmann Institute's Animal Care and Use Committee. A second set of in vivo experiments focused on brain imaging in human volunteers was collected on the 3T system using a 4-channels brain coil, after obtaining informed suitable written consents and following procedures approved by the Internal Review Board of the Wolfson Medical Center (Holon, Israel). Figure 4 compares the performance of the Hybrid sequences introduced in Figure 2 , against spin-echo EPI results. These experiments were conducted on the 7T microimaging scanner using a 20 mm OD water tube possessing inside three smaller tubes, obliquely placed to better enable multislice examination. Seven 2D slices placed 1.5 mm apart were excited and scanned in singlescans, to examine the sequences' capabilities to support multislice operation. In all instances, the higher robustness of the self-refocused SPEN images vs. spin-echo EPI is clear, particularly toward the edge regions of the outer tube, affected as they are by stronger field inhomogeneity effects that get efficiently compensated by SPEN's fullrefocused character. Also, evident in all EPI images are Nyquist artifacts arising from the sizable eddy currents that unavoidably arise in this narrow-bore system; despite repeated efforts for removing these effects by careful calibrations and post acquisition processing corrections, these artifacts are visible along EPI's phaseencoded dimension. These effects also show in the Hybrid SPEN images, mostly as much weaker "stripes" along the low-bandwidth (SPEN) dimension.
RESULTS

Phantom-Based Experiments: Quantitative Evaluations
The relative signal-and artifact-to-noise ratios and the abilities of the various approaches to monitor adjacent slices without degrading sensitivity were also examined on this phantom. These results are summarized in Figure  5 , using sums of the signal intensities observed for the various 2D images for a region limited by the walls of the outer tube. Figure 5a confirms the abilities of all sequences introduced in Figure 2 based on 180 RF pulses, to support multislicing without significant signal degradation. Most prone to saturation appear to be the Hybrid SPEN sequences introduced in Figure 2c ,d; as these are based on a single swept encoding and in multiply recalled stimulated echoes, this is probably a reflection of T 1 -driven losses. These effects, however, may be a price worth paying for the sake of enjoying from fully refocused single-scan images, acquired with much lower SAR values (vide infra) than those in the alternative SPEN counterparts. The sensitivity afforded by all SR SPEN sequences is also comparable to that afforded by spin-echo EPI, even upon factoring in the 50% signal loss associated with the use of stimulated echoes (Fig.  5b) .
Evidence for the worthiness of seeking full-refocusing conditions is shown in Figure 6 , which presents SPEN images collected with the same sequences and scanning the same phantoms as introduced in Figure 4 , but with the sequences set with non-refocused T 180 < T acq /2 or T 90 < T acq conditions. Note that, despite possessing shorter overall transverse evolution times, the latter images clearly suffer from T 2 * heterogeneities which were absent under full refocusing. These are mostly evident in the regions bordering the inner and outer tube walls for slices at the edges of the z-axis FOV. Still, even in these instances, these image distortions are modest vis-a-vis those observed in SE-EPI tests under identical conditions. Finally, it is instructive to compare these phantombased Hybrid SPEN results, against 2D encoded bi-SPEN counterparts recorded with the sequence in Figure 3 . These results are displayed in Figure 7 , which compares image trains arising upon applying different reconstruction modes on the same input data set. These include a magnitude-only calculation of the kind introduced in Ref. 30 ), a SR procedure operating as a series of 1D reconstruction procedures acting sequentially, first along one axis and then along the other, and a full biaxial 2D SR reconstruction procedure. Although computationally more expensive than the 1D sequential procedure, taking seconds to process a 64 Â 64 data matrix against milliseconds for the full sequential loop based on 1D SR processings, this biaxial 2D SR accounts for the complete spatial point-spread-function contribution of every point neighboring the encoding paraboloid, to reconstruct the spin-density at a particular r spc . Interestingly, there appears to be no dramatic improvement upon adopting this complex procedure. This is probably a reflection of the relatively high definition characterizing the encoding paraboloid along the "slow" dimension in this kind of fully refocused experiments, which makes the payoff of including the "off-axis" contributions inherent to the 2D reconstruction negligible vis-a-vis processing solely the more blurred "fast" dimension. Evidence for this is also provided by: (i) comparisons against "magnitude-only" reconstructed images, which appear evidently more distorted along the "fast" than along the "slow" axes; and (ii) residual artifacts arising with either SR reconstruction method along the "fast" dimension, appearing as dark stripes along the edges of this axis and witnessing FIG. 4 . Hybrid SPEN results obtained on a simple four-tube water phantom using a reference multiscan fast gradient-echo sequence, using spin-echo EPI, and with the sequences introduced in Figure 2 . The total duration of each multislice acquisition is specified next to each image. the fact that reconstruction limitations mostly arise along this dimension. In addition, worth remarking is the good multislicing performance of the sequence, leading to variations of 5% among the different slices. In addition to good sensitivity and immunity to field inhomogeneities, all the Hybrid k/SPEN sequences-and in particular the fully bi-SPEN 2D ones-have potential "zooming" abilities. This ability to focus on a particular region of interest without suffering fold-overs reflects the fact that FOV limits can be imposed by suitable design of the encoding 180 pulses: since the bandwidths of these sweeps define the encoded regions, field-of-view restrictions can be imposed by suitably choosing the range and central frequencies of corresponding chirp RF pulses, in a fashion that is reminiscent of "inner volume" EPI procedures (31) . Figure 8 illustrates this in practice by comparing multiscan, multislice EPI, and multislice SPEN data, for a kumquat placed inside a well-shimmed water tube. Despite the relatively narrow water peak achieved in these 7T experiments ($60 Hz), the SPEN sequences' robustness to inhomogeneities is evident, particularly toward the contours defining the fruit edges. The frequency-selective abilities of the 2D bi-SPEN approach are illustrated in the Figure' s right-most panel, which shows how the two 180 chirped pulses can be exploited for "zooming" into the inside features Figure 2 , as derived from the phantom images illustrated in Figure 4 . SNRs in panel (b) were estimated by averaging signals taken at the center of the phantom, and dividing these by the standard deviations measured outside the object (at the noise area). The peculiar behavior exhibited by the EPI set in (a), evidencing an apparent "increase" in signal with slice number, reflects these images' distortion due to field inhomogeneity effects, leading to a "piling up" of signal in the center of the image region used to quantify the SNR behavior (cf. second row in Fig. 4 ). [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary. defining the fruit's compartmentalization. By limiting in such fashion the FOV, the bi-SPEN sequence can improve the image's resolution along both the x and y directions without fold-over limitations or the need for any additional pulse/gradient manipulations.
In-Vivo Experiments
Having corroborated the sensitivity, robustness, and resolving abilities of the multisliced SPEN approaches introduced in Figures 2 and 3 on phantoms, a series of in vivo comparisons were carried out. These tests were initially conducted on mice, focusing on brain imaging at 7 T and comparing once again the various SPEN-based schemes as well as EPI. Representative results arising from such experiments are show in Figure 9 . As in the vertical MRI platform used for these tests the typical inhomogeneities over the full head were significant (in the presented example cDB 0 ¼ 200 Hz), the most obvious difference among the results afforded by the various sequences reflects the much smaller distortions provided by the full-refocusing conditions. Eddy currents in this narrow-bore system also hurt the SE-EPI image reconstruction; by contrast, all these nonidealities affect SPEN to much lower extents. Also for these in vivo cases, multislice operation showed no apparent saturation effects for any of the assayed SPEN sequences.
A final set of imaging experiments is shown in Figure  10 , involving 3T brain scans conducted on human volunteers. The superior field homogeneity and eddy current compensation conditions in this larger-bore scanner lead to much closer qualities between all the multislice single-scan 2D experiments assayed. Still, even in this case, the better performance of fully refocused SPEN sequences-particularly close to air/tissue interfaces-is evident. Even more noticeable advantages in the performance of the single-scan SPEN sequences are evidenced in other tissues, if these are affected by stronger heterogeneities and/or shimming limitations (data not shown). In addition, worth remarking are the different contrasts observed among the spin-echo EPI, the Hybrid 2D, and the bi-SPEN 2D images. Indeed, although in all scans the basic brain features can be identified and correlated to one another, contrast differences reflecting the effective <T 2 * > ¼ 0 condition associated with full-refocusing, are evident. Also noticeable are the different T 2 weightings associated with the various encoding modes. Indeed, although all single-shot images compared in Figure 10 were acquired using minimal echo times TE (defined by the acquisition time durations), this does not mean that their T 2 weightings will be equal. In fact, for the SPEN sequences these weightings will be spatially dependent. Echo times of the fully refocused SPEN sequences based on 180 encoding pulses, for instance, start from the minimal TE ¼ T acq (which would be the sole value in the SE-EPI scan) and increase thereafter (cf. Fig. 1b) . The 90 chirp pulse sequence in Figure 2d by contrast, achieves full refocusing starting from an initially minimal TE ¼ 0 echo time value. These effective TE differences reflect in the dissimilar contrasts shown by the various images in Figure 10 . This includes the darker contributions of short-T 2 areas in the anterior region of the corona radiata (which were the ones endowed with the longest effective TEs for the chosen scan parameters), and the uneven T 2 weighting arising upon using the 90 -chirp encoding (Fig. 2d) . Still, even in these stimulated echo sequences, SNR can be on average equal or higher than in either 180 -based SPEN or SE-EPI counterparts. This is again understandable based on these sequences shorter TE's, and therefore weaker T 2 weightings. Further analyses and uses of these features are currently under progress on different organs and tissues, both in diffusion and functional studies.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The experiments herein demonstrate that Hybrid k/SPEN and fully bi-SPEN 2D single shot imaging sequences can be endowed with both multislicing and full-refocusing characteristics. The resulting experiments can then serve as practical 3D imaging alternatives to EPI. If suitably timed to achieve full DB o and chemical shift refocusings, all the new experiments here introduced evidence significant advantages in terms of dealing with field distortions and heterogeneities along the single-scan "slow" dimension. The sensitivity and resolution of all the new SPEN sequences is comparable to that afforded by SE EPI under optimal conditions; it can be somewhat lower if investigating short-T 2 tissues, but is usually better if dealing with field or sample inhomogeneities, thanks to the use of suitable super-resolution methods. In addition, SPEN's ability to zoom-in and thereby target small FOVs with high resolution can be desirable. A priori the SPEN modalities also include some unattractive features, foremost among these higher SARs, deriving from SPEN's use of 180 swept inversion pulses vis-a-vis the soft monochromatic RF involved in multislice EPI. As this , TE ¼ 70 ms, TR ¼ 1.5 s, 2 scan averaged. Also indicated for each acquisition mode are the durations for each scan (top), the SAR reported by the scanner for each acquisition (center), and the relative sensitivity vis-a-vis the spin-echo EPI experiment measured for each SPEN image, at the indicated regions (a-d, top left) for the z ¼ 0 mm slices. In these latter measurements, noise was taken from signal standard deviations measured outside the object.
increase in SAR could limit short-TR applications, multislice SPEN alternatives were devised which replaced certain 180 inversion elements with stimulated echo counterparts. This decreased SAR to comparable-and in fact sometimes even lower-levels than those involved in spin-echo EPI. For example, for the experiments presented in Figure 10 , the SAR percentages reported by the scanner (for multislice repetitions with TR ¼ 3 s) were %8% for EPI, and only 4% when stimulated echo SPEN experiments were encoded by 90 chirps. By contrast, the use of two 180 frequency swept encoding pulses (Fig. 3a) raised 2D bi-SPEN SAR's to 35%. Despite these higher SAR values, such sequences may still prove highly useful in preclinical MRI high-field settings, both for diffusion and functional studies. Note that, while the stimulated echo sequences achieve a remarkable SAR reduction at the expense of imposing a certain degree of T 1 -related weighting and signal losses onto the images, these penalties will depend on T acq , on the magnetic field strength used (which in turn affects T 1 s), and on the number of slices excited after each storage period. These losses can be further mitigated by letting multiple swept RF pulses target adjacent "slabs," rather than having one chirp that addresses the full SPEN dimension to be scanned. In addition, worth remarking is the fact that while all schemes hereby demonstrated display a different contrast than EPI, reflecting the varying T 1 , T 2 , and T 2 * weightings carried by the different single-shot imaging approaches, these characteristics can be put to good use or may have to be avoided, depending on the application being sought.
The imaging experiments hereby presented highlight once again the advantages that may result from exploiting SPEN's full-refocusing features. This capability, already demonstrated in single-slice experiments based on 90 chirp pulses (24) , was here extended to multislice operations based on the use of an even number of inversion pulses. This also opens the possibility of using excitation angles <90 , including potential Ernst-angle optimizations well suited to shorter recycle delays, and imaging experiments tailored to hyperpolarized systems. Further improvements worth incorporating into these volumetric experiments include the addition of parallel imaging capabilities, and "reference scan" corrections capable of accounting for the minor stripes artifacts arising upon SR reconstruction. These technical improvements, as well as practical uses of the new sequences here introduced, are currently being investigated.
